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UNIQUENESS OF THE PREDUAL OF THE BLOCH
SPACE AND ITS STRONGLY EXPOSED POINTS

BY

CHIi NARA

Introduction

Let E be a Banach space. We denote by II lie or II II the norm of E and
denote by Et, ext(Et) and E*, the dosed unit ball of E, the set of extreme
points of E and the dual of E respectively.

Let D denote the open unit disk in the complex plane and for a in D, let ,
denote the Moebius function ,ha(Z)= (a- z)/(1- z) on D. Then all
Moebius functions are represented by eiO,l,a for 0 < 0 < 2r and a in D. If

(1) f(z) E Xkk(z) + c
k=l

for some Xk, c in the complex field C and some Moebius functions tk with
Ek__xlXkl < oO, then f is analytic on D and continuous on D. All such
functions form a Banach space, denoted by M, with the norm

(2) IlfllM /inf Ihkl + Icl" (1) holds
k--1

and IIf hllM- IlfllM holds for any Moebius function 0 and f in M. The
space M is called the minimal Moebius invariant space and M as well as the
space M/C, where functions in M are identified by the difference of constants,
is studied in [2] and [3] by J. Arazy, S.D. Fisher and J. Peetre. For example,
they proved that

ext(M1) { Moebius functions } u {unimodular constants }

(see Corollary 9 in [2]).
In this paper we will prove that Moebius functions are not only extreme

points of M but also strongly exposed points of M and that unimodular
constant functions are not strongly exposed points of Mr.
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DV1NXlO. Let x be an element of the unit ball of a Banach space E. A
functional x* in the unit ball of E* for which x, x*) 1 is called a support
functional of E at x. Then x is a strongly exposed point of E if there is a
support functional x* of E at x satisfying the following condition: for any
e > 0 there is > 0 such that

Re(y, x*) > 1 5 for y in E implies

By the definition it is clear that strongly exposed points of E are always
extreme points of Et.
We will prove the following result.

THEOIM. Strongly exposed points of the unit ball of the minimal Moebius
invariant space M are identical to Moebius functions.

We can have a similar statement for M/C.

COROLLARY 1.
balls of M/C.

Moebius functions are strongly exposed points of the unit

An application of the theorem will allow us to determine the unique predual
of the Bloch space.
An analytic function f on D is called a Bloch function if

p(f) sup [f’(z)I(1 [zl -) < oo.
Izl < 1

Properties of Bloch functions are well known (see [1]). The set of all Bloch
functions is denoted by B. Then B/C becomes a Banach space with respect to
the norm p and this Banach space is called the Bloch space. It is proved in [2]
and [3] that (M/C)* is isometrically isomorphic to the Bloch space and
J. Arazy and S.D. Fisher asked in [3] if M/C is the unique predual of the
Bloch space. A Banach space E is called the unique predual of E* if for any
Banach space F, F is isometrically isomorphic to E whenever the dual F* is
isometrically isomorphic to E*. The following corollary will give an attirmative
answer to the above question.

COROLLARY 2.
space B/C.

The Banach space M/C is the unique predual of the Bloch

Strongly exposed points of the unit ball of M

Let E M or B and f be in E. For simplicity we use the same letter f as
the element f + c of M/C containing f. For a pair { f, g) of analytic
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functions on D with Taylor expansions

f(z)= E a.z and g(z)= E b.z,
n-O n-O

if limr_.,l_oE_onanbnr2n exists, we write this limit by (f, g). Then for any f
in M and any g in B, the above limit exists and

(f,g)=(g,f)-- lim
l fr f’(z)g’() dA(z),

rl-0 D

where dA is the Lebesgue area measure. Using this, we have the invariance

(3) (f Oa, go :) (f, g) for all a in D.

We also have

(4) <f,.Oa) -f’(:)(1 -[al2)
for all analytic functions f on D and hence

(5) (a, 1 for all a in D.

The Bloch space B/C is isometrically isomorphic to (M/C)* under the pairing
(f, g) for f in M/C and g in B/C (see [2]). Hence we shall consider g in
B/C as an element of (M/C)* and that of M* by the paring (f, g) for f
in M.

LEMMA 1. Moebius functions are strongly exposed points of

Proof. Let q be the Moebius function with the representatio.n q, CCba for
a unimodular c and a in D. Then the function .q:, denoted by q, is a support
functional of M1 at q by (5) and IIq,l/c p(’/’) 1.
We will show that for any e > 0 there exists/ > 0 such that"

(6) if Re(f, q) > 1 i for f in M:, then Ilf-- bllM < e.

First, we will show that for e > 0 there exists/0 > 0 such that:

(7) if Re(, ) > 1 -/0 for a Moebius function , then II OIIM < e/3.

Let us recall that limb
> 0 such that

---, 0 as a -, 0 (see [2]). Then we can choose

Iltq,a- q’0llM < e/3 if Ibl < 8: and It II < 8:
with a unimodular in C and b in D.
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Since 1-lbl2>_Ret(1-1bl 2)
choose io > 0 such that if

and l>_Ret>_Ret(1-1bl2), we can

then

Ret(1-lb[2) >1-o,

Ibl < 8 and 11 < 1
and hence

[[tchb- hOl[M < e/3 if Re t(1 -[b[ 2) > 1 io

with a unimodular in C and b in D.
Suppose that a Moebius function k tCkb satisfies the assumption of (7):

Re(p, ) > I- o.
Since qb qb is equal to the identity function -qb0, using (3) we have

Let us set ’b o a td where d bb(a). Then (d, o) 1 Idl 2 by (4) and
(k, ) -tS(1 -Idl-), so we can get

II- t?-qa- bOllM < e/3

by the choice of 8o. Since Ill * hallM Ilflli for f in M and a a --0,

I1 IIM IltCb- CalIM
--IItb IIM IItb Ca Ca allM IItq’a + hOllM < e/3,

which proves (7).
Next, setting 8 80e/12 with/t0 < 1, we will show that (6) holds for 8.

Suppose that a function f in M1 satisfies the assumption of (6):

Then

Re(f,

1-8<l(f, )l--<llfllM--<l.

By the definition of norm of M, f has a representation

f hkqk + C for hk and c in C,
k-1



with

1 -/1 < lal + Icl < 1 +/1,

where k (k 1,2,...) are Moebius functions and a E-llhI. Since
(c,)=0 and I(bk,)l <1 for all k, we have 1-/t<l(f,)l <a and
hence 1 -/t < a < 1 +/t and Icl < 2& Let us choose 3’ with 0 < 6(a 1 +
8)/e < 3’ </to, which is guaranteed by 1 -/1 < a < 1 +/1 and 12/e 8o-
Define

A { k: Re(c,qk, } < 1 3’ },

where c, h,/I),l for k 1, 2,... Then

Re(f, $) E IhlRe(c, )
k=l

 lx l-
k=l kA

Hence by the assumption Re{f, ) > 1 -/t and the choice of 3’, we have

(8)
kA

Now, since g} a + (1 a) (__l)kl) + (1 a), we have

k-1 M

kl M

I1(1 a)ll + Icl

kA
I’klllCkk- IIM + I1 al + Icl.

kqA

Since Re(Cktkk, ) >_ 1 > 1 -/I0 for k A, we have Ilckk IIM < e/3
for k A by (7) and we have IIk- ’/’IIM < 2 for all k by the definition of
norm of M. Therefore using (8), since I1 al </I, Icl < 2/t and/I =/oe/12 <
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e/12, we have

II/- IIM < e/6. 2 + e/3. a + 3 < e/3 + e(1 + /)/3 + 38

< e/3 + e/3 + 4 < e,

which proves (6). Thus is a strongly exposed point of Mt. The lemma is
proved.

LEMMA 2.
of M.

Unimodular constant functions are not strongly exposed points

Proof. Let us suppose, to the contrary, that a unimodular constant func-
tion c is a strongly exposed point of M:. Then there exists a support
functional 1 of (M*) at c satisfying the following conditions: for any e > 0
there is > 0 such that for f in M: we have:

(9) if Rel(f) > 1 8 then IIf- ClIM < e.

Define

L(f)=l(f)-f(O), f inM.

Then since If(0)l Ilflloo IlfllM for f in M, L is a bounded linear func-
tional of M/C and hence there is g in B/C satisfying

L(f) (f, g), f inM.

Setting f-- ba for a in D, we have L(ba) (a, g) --g’()(1 --lal 2) by
(4) and this yields

l(ka) a g’()(1 --lal:), a in D.

Now we will show that for any analytic function f in D,

(10) sup z f’()(1 > 1.
Izl<l

To see this it suffices to show that there is a sequence { a} in D such that
lal - 1 and If’()l are bounded, because If’()l < M for some M implies

supla -f’(:)(1 -lal-) > sup{ [a[- M(1 -[a19-)} > 1.

Suppose that there is no such sequence in D. Then If’(ak) oo holds for any
sequence { ak } in D with lakl "-’ 1. Dividing f’ by a suitable finite Blashke
product B, we have that h f’/B has no zeros in D and Ih(z)l oo as
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Izl 1. Hence 1/h is analytic on D and I1/h(z)l 0 as Izl - 1, which leads
to a contradiction by the maximum principle. Thus (10) holds.

Therefore we have

sup {Re l(O)" is a Moebius function}
sup{Re l(eiatha" 0 < i9 < 2r, a in D}
suP(ll(a)l" a in D}
sup [a g’()(1 la12)
lal<l

>1,

which contradicts (9) by IIq’ ClIM. The proof is complete.
-I1 clloo 2 for all Moebius functions

Proof of the theorem. Since strongly exposed points of M are extreme
points of M and ext{Mx) {Moebius functions} u {unimodular constants},
the theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.

Proof of Corollary 1. Note that for any dement f M/C there is some
complex number c such that IIf / ClIM IIflIM/c.
Now let be a Moebius function. B.y Theorem is a strongly exposed

point of Mt with a support functional of Mt at . Namely, for any e > 0
there is > 0 such that Ref, ) > 1 with f M implies IIf- IIM < e.
Suppose that Ref,)> 1- 8 for f (M/C)x. Choose c such that
IIf / ClIM IIflIM/c --< 1. Then

Re(f + c, g}) Re(f, g}) > 1 B

implies

IIf IIM/ IIf + c IIM < .
Thus Moebius functions are also strongly exposed points of (M/C).

Uniqueness of the predual of the Bioch space

There are several sufficient conditions for a Banach space to have the unique
predual; see [5]. One of the results in [5] will be discussed in the final remark.
The following proposition, which will be used later, was announced by Prof.
Takashi Ito at a seminar and I do not know a published proof of the result.
The author would like to express her hearty thanks to Prof. Takashi Ito for his
kindness to agree to including his result with a proof in this paper.
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An element of x in E of a Banach space is called a weak-norm continuous
point of Ei if for every net (xa) in E1, x converges to x in norm wherever it
converges to x in the weak topology in E. We denote the set of all weak-norm
continuous points of E1 by C(E1).

PROPOSITION. A Banach space E is the unique predual of the dual E* if the
closed convex hull of C(E1) has an interior point in E1.

Proof. Let F be any Banach space whose dual F* is isometrically isomor-
phic to E*. Suppose that o is an isometric isomorphism from F* onto E*.
Then the dual mapping o* is an isometric isomorphism from the second dual
E** onto F**. Take x in C(Et) and set y** o*(x). Since y** is in (F**)t,
there is a net {Y}A in Ft converging to y** in the weak* topology in F**.
Since o* is onto, we can choose a net {X*}A in (E**)t such that
* ** ** converges to x in the weak*o (x )=y. Then since o* is onto, x

topology in E**. Let I’ be an ordered set,

F ((A,n)" A is a finite subset of E* and n in N },

with the order

(A,n) < (A’,n’) if A _A’ and n < n’.

* * and each (A, n) in I" there is a x,,, , n in Et such thatThen for each x

I(x**, x*) (x,a, ., x*)l < 1/n for all x* in A,

and hence the net (x, A,. }(A,.)r converges to x* * in the weak* topology in
E**. Now consider the net {X,a,n}(a,a,n in Ar" This net converges to
x in the weak* topology in E** and hence in the weak topology in E. Since x
is in C(Et), the net { x, a, } converges to x in norm. Therefore taking the
limit with respect to (A, n) in F for each fixed a in A we can get IIx** xll
---, 0 and Ily y**ll --’ 0 since o is isometric.
Thus y** o*(x) must be in F. Since x is arbitrary in C(Ex), we have

o*[C(el)]
_

e.

Using the assumption that the closure of convex hull of C(E1) has an interior
point of E, we have

o*(E) _F.

This together with o(F*)= E* implies o*(E)= F, which completes the
proof.
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Now we are ready to prove Corollary 2.

Proof of Corollary 2. It is dear that strongly exposed points of E for a
Banach space E are necessary weak-norm continuous points of E1. Hence
Lemma 1 and the proposition imply that M/C is the unique predual of B/C.

Remark

It is well known that B/C is isometrically isomorphic to l (see [7]) and l
has the unique predual 11 (see [6]). However B/C is not isometrically isomor-
phic to 1. For otherwise, there is an isometric isomorphism from M/C onto

which maps

ext(M/C)l __. {Cka: c C with Icl I and a D}

onto

ext(11)1 { cen: c in C with Icl I and en (0,..., 0,1,0,... ),

for n 1,2,... }.

The cardinality of ext(/x)l is countable and that of ext(M/C) is uncountable
up to unimodular constant multiplications, which is a contradiction.
The closed subspace Bo/C of B/C is called the little Bloch space, where

Bo/C { f in B"/’(z)(1 Izl 2) converges to zero as Izl --* 1}.

Since B0/C is a predual of M/C (see [2]), M/C is a separable dual space, so
that M/C has the Radon-Nikodym property, for example see Theorem 4.1.3
in [4]. Using this fact and the result by G. Godefroy (Theorem 11 in [5]), we
can also see that M/C is the unique predual of B/C. In this paper we proved
it by characterizing the strongly exposed points of the unit ball of M/C.
We do not know if B0/C is the unique predual of M/C (see [3]). The

argument used in this paper is not available to this problem. For, we can show
that Moebius functions are neither strongly exposed points nor extreme points
of the unit ball of B0/C.
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